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Women are considered marginal lower than men's, women's marginalization is the low status and access to and control of a women's economic resources, political in the sense that poverty causes poverty, and a problem in the city of Bandar Lampung Parliament, in the city of Bandar Lampung parliament of 45 members there are only 6 female legislators, which is only 13% female representation.

Formulation of the problem of this research is, "How Attitudes Toward Political DRPD Members Women Members of Parliament Legislative DRPD Bandar Lampung?" To see the problems that were examined for the purpose of this study How is the Member of the DPRD Political Attitudes Toward Women Members of Legislature DRPD Bandar Lampung.

The methods used in this research is descriptive qualitative. The type of the data being used is the primary and secondary data. Primary Data obtained from in-depth interviews and observations, while secondary data obtained through library and media materials such as books and papers. All of them mode as the meanings.
The results obtained by referring to the response of Bandar Lampung legislators against women Members of Parliament in the legislature, legislators have knowledge about the representation of women in the legislature, legislators argue the representation of women is considered very important to fight for the rights of women, it has been done members of parliament as a member of parliament to support the representation of women in a way to maximize the role of women in the legislature parliament Bandar Lampung, members of Parliament to socialize and guidance to the public about the importance of women's representation in the fight for women's interests.

As has been done that supports women legislators in the policy program for maternal health, medication and immunization in various health centers of Bandar Lampung. Although there are legislators in parliament members rejected the representation of women, because women can not due to limitations of the maximum as a housewife, but most of the support or in other words positive about women's representation in the legislature.
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